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A Remark on the Existence of Periodic 
Solutions to the First Order Ordinary 

Differential Equations
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I. Introduction

It is know that the system of the form

(E) x=f(tt x)

where f ： R:아頌is continuous and T-penodic with respect to 

t for some positive constant T, has at least one「periodic solution 

if we assume

(Hi) The solution to IVP for (E) are unique

(or </(t, x2)t 尤广-龙GCft 7 j, Xit x2 G-R with II x II =r

for some r〉0),

(H2) {f(tf x), x〉〈 0 for all (t, x) GRxRn with il x II =r for some r>0.

It is natural to ask whether we can find an appropriate sign condition 

which is independenpent of (Hi), (H2) and still guarantees the existence 

of T-penodic solution to the system (E). The answer is affirmative 

when we replace (H2) by a generalized sign condition far away from 

the origin without assuming (Hi).

In section 1, we give the answer to our question in BVP view. 

More precisely, we investigate the existence of T-periodic solutions
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to the BVP

x=f(tf x) 

x(0)=x(T)

,where x = x(t),厂. RxR” R" is T-periodic with respect to t and 

continuous(스r f is a Caratheodory function having sublinear growth 

in x). The proof is ba답ed on Leray-Schauder s confinu교tion theo

rem.

In section 2, we extend our result to the delay functional differential 

equations. More precisely, we devote ourselves to prove the existence 

of T-periodic solitions to 난｝e BVP

x=f(tf xt)

Xo~Xr

,where x=x(t),为：[—乙 xt(s)=x(t-^s) and f ： Rx(，tR" is

a continuous function and takes bounded sets into bounded sets. 

Here r is a non-negative constant and Cr is the Banach space of 

continuous mappings 力 : [―乙 们一카?" with the norm

II A II = sup I h(s) I .

The proof is based on Mawhin s continuation theorem.

Our results are related to these results in [2], [3] which are 

derived from the method of guiding functions.

II- First Order Ordinary Differential Equations.

Let Ct be the Banach space of mappings x : R~^Rn which are conti

nuous and T-periodic with the norm
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II X l[ g=亍旣 II X(t) II

II x(t) II is the Euclidean norm of x(t). Let 6 and 卩好 i=l, 2,…,s 

be linear independent solutions to the T-periodic, homogeneous differen

tial equations x=A(t)x and its adjoint ~A*(t)y with A : conti

nuous and T-periodic, respectively. By Gram Schmidt procedure, we 

may assume

〈©诚〉=〈ju相〉=禹 <s.

Define

P ：(*스 Ct by Px— 艺〈為 0膈

Q： Cl스 Ci by Px= G, 卩〉想 .
Ki <5

Then they are projections.

Proposition. Suppose A(t) and b(t) are continuous and T-penodic 

on R. The euqation

(11.1) x=A(t)x~iB(t)

has a T-periodic solution if and only if

(11.2) Qb=O.

If (II.2) is satisfied, then (IL1) has unique 7'-periodic solution such 

that Px~0.

Now let G—= {光 EG 丨 氏=아

Ctj-q— {x Ci I Qv=아 .

Define K : Cn-Q —낭 b —^x, where x is a solution to

Then K is well-defined, linear and K(0)=0. And since J」Q : Cr~> Cti~q 
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is linear, K(I~Q) * Cr ~스 Cc” is well-defined, linear and bounded. 

Moreover, K(I~Q) - Cr^ CT is a compact operator.

You may find the above mentioned results in [3丄

Lemma II.l Let F : E0,7GxRn F(t,x) be contiouous fun

ction, then H ： CT-> Ct, Hx=F( , ,x( • )) is a continuous and maps 

bounded sets into bounded sets.

Lemma II.2 If A is a positive definite operator, then there is 

c、〉0 such that (Ax,x)〉시Mil 2 for all x ERnt

Theorem IL1 Let f - RxR1 R" be continuous and T-periodic 

function with respect to t. A : R」농 R驟 be symmetric and positive 

definite linear operator and〈了(t,x), Ax)〉0 for II x II > r for some 

r>0. Then BVP

(E)

(B)

x=f(tr x) 

x(0)=x(T)

has at least one solution.

Proof Let D(L) = CrnCTft 71 Define an operator L - D(L) C Ct 
-스 Ct by Lx^=x~x for x QD(L), 나】en has only trivial ^-periodic

solution which implies P=Q=0, Hence for each f GCt 한｝e T-periodic 

s시utio口 to x~x+f exists uniquely.

Therefore LT1 • Ct, x exists and is a compact operator. Now 

consider a substitution operator

N ： Clt Ct,一尤(‘・)顼・，#・力.

Then N is continuous and maps bounded sets into bounded sets.

Therefore, x E Ct is a solution to 나le BVP (B) (E) if and only if 
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x GD(L) and % satisfies

(IL3) Lx=Nx, or equivalently

(IL4) x^L^Nx

Since IL is a completely continuous and N is continuous and maps 

bounded sets into bounded sets, the composition L~'N ： (시 Ct is 

contiouous and compact

By using Leray-Schaudef s degree arguement, if all possible solution 

x to the family of equations

(IL5) x=LW, 0 < A < X

are buonded in CT independently of A, then (IL4) has a solution.

If (欠시 solves (II.5), then (xfA) solves

(IL6) Lx^^Nx, 0〈人《

and x is a solution to the T-periodic BVP of the equation

(IL7) 一参+芍幻以 0 < A < 1

When 人=0 by our assumption, we have only trivial T-periodic solution. 

Thus the proof will be completed if we show that the solution to 

(IL6), for 0 < A < 1, are bounded in Cr independently of A, To this 

end, define 令 : R' -승 R by 柏3 = C4*> Let M=『喉then si

nce lim 。(幻=8, for Mo)M there r0)r such that 6(xpM^)Q whenever
II r II + co

li x II

We prove that for any possible T-periodic solution x to (II.7), we 

have
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(IL8) II x(t) II <r0 for all t

To do this, define dLRtR，f 一부 轮(t)), then v is of class C1 and 

T-periodic and such that

QL9) i)(t)=2〈Ax(t), i(tp

=2(1 一入)〈仙化)，x(t)) +2k(Ax(t), f(hx(t)) X

for all f GR. For every value to of t such that

v(to) = s建为(t)=瀏]v(t)t

we have v(to)=0, since v can be estended on the whole of R. If 

ILx&i II then 以血Ums

v(to)=2(l — )^(Ax(to), x(to)) -^2k(Ax(to), /(to, x(t(J))O

which is impossible. Hence II x(tG) II

If there exists h ELOtT] such that IIx(h) II〉rb,then v(h) =(Ax(ti)f x(h)') 

〉Mo and so Mo〈 v(ti)<v(to)~(Ax(to)t x(t0)) < sup {Ax(t)r x(t)) = M 

which is a contradiction. Hence we have II x(t) if <r0 for all t GtftT] 

for every possible T-periodic solution to QI.7).

So we have that every solution 位 入) to (IL5) has an 거 priori hound 

in Ct independently of 入.Therefore, by Leray-schaudef s continua

tion theorem, has a s이ution, or i=f(tr x) has a solution

in CM

Corollary IL1 Let f ： R妃T t R" be continuous and T-periodic 

function with respect to t. Let <$(t, x), x»0 for II x II > r for some 

k〉Q Then BVP (E) (B) has at least one solution.

Theorem II.2. Let f - RxR1 R* be continuous and 丁-periodic 

function with respect to t with IIf(tt 务) 11〈a IL니I+/3 for some a,
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份0 for all (tt x) ^RxR1. Let A • Rn R! be symmetric 

linear operator and has no eigenvalue with zero real part, and <$(t, 

•玖 Ax)yo for |j x II、〉r for some r>0. Then BVP (B) (E) has at least 

one solution in Ct.

Proof Let ^(L) = CtQ CTO, T], Define an operator L '• D(L)QCt 
t Ct by Lsc=x-~eAxt where e such that sT II A II +。丁〈 1, for x GD(L)f 

then for each /GCr, 나le T-periodic solution x to 曲너-/exists 

uniquely. Therefore L'1 :如*3"~스x exists and is a compact operator. 

Now we consider a substitution operator

N ： Ct -농 財 x ~~£Ax( • )+f( -, x( - ))

Then N is continuous and maps bounded sets into lx?国荏点 소就s. 

Therefore, x is a solution to the BVP (B) (E) if and only if 

xWD(L) and x satisfies

(IL10) Lx—Nxt or

(U.11) lILNx.

Since L~l is a completely continuous and N is continuous and maps 

bounded sets into bounded sets, the composition JLN • CT CT is 

continuous and compact. By using Leray-Shcauder s degree argue- 

ment, if all solution x to the family of equations.

(H.12) x^XL^Nx, 0 < X < I

are bounded in C? independently of K then (IL 10) has a s이ution. 

If (兌入丿 solves (11.12), then (x,入)solves

(11.13) Lx=\Nxf 0 < k <

and x is solution to the T-periodic BVP of the equation.
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(IL14) 一 力函工+자化 x)f 0 < X < 1.

If X — 0 we have only trivial T-penodic solution. Thus, the proof 

will be completed if we show 난lat the solution to (IL 12), for £7, 

are bounded in C? independently of X. To this end, let (欠 지 be 

any solution to (11.13) with 0 < A,{1 then

llxll =(l-A)\\sAx\\ x)\\ (0<A< 1)

< II sAx II + II/ft x) II 

頌/111 llxll +a llxll +0 

=伝 IIA II +q) 11 x II +£.

If !! x(t) !! 2* for all t ElOr Tj, then

0= Jo G仞，Ax(tf)dt

—(1—入丿e Jo (Ax(t)f Ax(tf)dt+入 « 勺也 x(t))t Ax(tf)dt)0

which is impossible. Hence there is a f0 G [ft T] such that II x(t0) II (r. 

Since x(t)=x(to)^ x(t)dt, II x II < r+ ||x II Jf=r+Tllx II. Therefore, 

llxll< r+isTWAW +aT] llxll +/??； or 

口一或Mil -aTlIlxll < r+j3T

Since eT II x II + 〈 1, we have

II x II〈G+a7)/(l — sT^AW -~aT).

Hence, we have that every solution 仅 &) to (11.12) has an a 

priori bound in Ct independently of X. Therefore, by the Leray-Schau

der 옹 continuation Theorem, x—L^Nx has a solution, or x=f(tf x) 

has a solution in Cr.

Corollary 11.12 Let f - RxRn be continuous function and 
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T-penodic function with respect to t with 11/(?, x) II <allxll +/3 for 

some a, 0〈a〈L 0〉。for all (t, x) WRx建.And (f(tf x), x)0 for 

II x II > r, for some r>0.

Then BVP (B) (E) has at least one solution in G.

Example £=做++的

x(0)=x(T)t

where e ' R ~^R is continuous,「periodic and b) 0, has at least 

one T-periodic solution.

III. First Order Ordinary Delay Functional Differential 

Equations

Let us denote by CT the Banach space of continus and T-periodic 

mappings x ： R ~송 R” with 나｝e norm II x\\ q = su^ II x(t) II where 

II ' II is the Euclidean norm in Rfl, For some r)0 let Cr be 난比 

Banach sp거ce of continuous mapping 0 ； [~rf 01 -with the norm 

H 이I C = 이S I! II - When r—0, Cr is naturally identified to Rl 

If x E. Ct and t GT, we shall denote by xt the element of Cr defined 

by

xt:[一万 01 — R" 0 ~^x(t+O).

We note that,

" " G乙灣们 " 지什 이《 왙g tl x(t) II = II x II

When r=0 the mapping Xi will be naturally identified with 나圮 element 

^(t) of R'. Moreover we shall sometimes identify, without further 

comment, a constant mapping in CT or Cr with the element of R“ 
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given by its constant value.

Let 厂. RxG -농 R”, (t, ⑤ ff(t, ©)

be T-periodic with respect to t, continuous and take bounded sets 

into bounded sets. Let us consider the functional differential equation.

(III.1) xt).

If we define the Banach space by X—lx EC^ * x&=xr} and

D娅=XcCQ, TlnCr 

L : DomL Ct, r

頌 Ct t Ci, X 一项•，以

tlien KerL—Rn 如L={yEC고、: ^y(s)ds = 0}. 

Let us introduce the continuous projectors

F ： G T0; X T

Q ： G -스 G, x t 1/T fox(s)ds.

Then for each xECt

II QxllCr< ?! x!! Ct

처nd ImQ is the subspace of Cr of constant mappings, and the following 

sequence is exact ；

P L Q
Ct t DomL CC? — Ct 一어 G

which implies

KerL-bnPt ImL—KerQ,
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and

Cr=ImP®KerP=KerL®KerPf CT^ImQ©KerQ=ImQ©ImL

as topological sums.

Thus we have Ct/ImL工 ImQ,

ImP- {x(0) : xEP} =&：

ImQ= {1/T 侬(s)ds : xeCT} =R\

dim KerL = n=dim ImQ=dim Cr/ImL—dim CoKerL^, L is linear 

and ImL is closed in Cr. Hence L is Fredholm mapping of index 

zero and there exists an isomorphism

J : ImQ t KerL,

If we consider the restriction

Lf=L I DomcKvP ： Do^LrJKerP ImLf

then Lp is bijective, so that its algebraic inverse

Kp—Lp1: ImL t DomL n KerP

is defined and Kp(y) (t)=x(t)=板y(s)ds

We will denote Kpq ' Cr DomL n KerP the generalized inverse 

of L defined by Kpq=Kp(I~Q).
Then Kpq is a compact operator by Arzela-Ascoli theorem. KpqN takes 

bounded sets into relatively compact sets since N takes bounded 

sets into bounded sets. You may find the flowing Lemma in Mawhin 

Ell Mawhin and Gains ［긴.

Lemma III.l With the assumption and notations above, N is 

L-compact on each bounded subset of CM
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Theorem III.l Let f: RxCr 一긍 R* be T-periodic with respect to 

t, continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets. Let A ' Rl Rl 

be a symmetric and positive definite linear operator such that (f(t, 

xt)t Ax))O, j| x II > r for some r} 0. Then BVP

(E) x=f(tf Xt)

(B) %0=Xr

has at least on solution

Proof. We will apply Mawhin s continuation theorem to our 

proof. Now it is easy to see x GCt is a solution BVP (E) (B) if 

and only if x^DomL and

QII.1) Lx=Nx.

Since £ is a Fredholm mapping of index zero and N is L-compact, 

by Mawhin s continuation theorem if there exits a bounded open 

set G in Cr such that

(a) for each XGlft 7[, every solution x of

Lx=)Nx

is such that x G dG.

(b) QNx구스0 for each x &KerLndG and

邮血如 GnKerL, 0)^0

,where d is the Brouwer topological degree.

Then the equation Lx=Nx has at least one s이ation in DomL C\G.

Now we prove (a). For this purpose, let 仅 為)be any solution 

to

QIL2)
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then 仅為)is a solution to BVP

(E) xt)

(B) X0=Xr

Let M— sup〈Ax, x〉，then since lim (Axt x> = co, 
Hr 111 r .

for Mq)M, there exists r0/ r such that (Ax, x)〉Mo whenever II x II > rG.

Let us define z; ： t R by

x(t)) for all t E：R

Then, v is of class C1 and T-periodic such that

v(t)=2(Ax(t), x(t) >

=2X<如莅 俺 xt)> for all tUR

For every value t0 of t such that

麻) = 짵册(t)= 七 w給 丁] 광(Z)，

we have v(to)=O If II x(tQ) II )rt then (f(U 尤。q)), Ax(?q)»0.

Thus

0(爲)=2入，〈4*切，f(to,的J〉〉Q

which is impossible. Hence II x(t0) II < r.

If there exists h in [0,T] such that H x(h) II〉e 나｝en

and so

Mo〈 v(ti) < v(to) =〈 Ax(to)f x(?q)X ^suf) <Ax,x> —M

which is impossible. Hence, we have II x(t) li < r0 for all t GE0,T], 
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l.e.,

II x II =瞽暦 II x(t) II〈 r0

for every possible solution to (III.2). Therefore every solution (x,入) 

of (IIL2) is such that x GdG where G is an open ball in Ct with 

radious p)rQ and centered at origin.

Now we w고 1 show that the condition (b) is satisfied,

Since (f(tf xt)t Ax))O for we obtain

〈如，U■/化 > 0

for every a such that II a If )r and hence QNx^O for each x 

EKerLndG and for eacfi aGjv, II, (1一M)Ac+XQN仏)=G for every 

c C dGp\KerL. Hence, by the homotopy invariant property of Brouwer 

decree, we have

d(【l—M)JA + NQN1 丨 GnKerL, 0)

=dffQN I Ker匸 GnKerLt 0)

~d(JA I GnKerL, 0)

~Lsgn(de^ )1 Lsgn(detA )1 

刼

Since A is positive definite linear operator, where J\ 4 are 사le 

matrix representation of J and A in same some basis in KerL. 

Thus

d(JQN、K就 GoKerLf 0)^0

Hence the conditions (a), (b) are satisfied and our proof is completed.
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Example

x(t)=ax(t) + bx(t—r)+c^(t) + d^(t—r)+e(t)f

where a, b, c, d are constant with " 丨〉I d 丨 and e ： R -소 R is 

continuous and T-periodic, has at least one 7-periodic solution.
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